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Fed Talks Louder, To Little Avail
When someone doesn’t speak your language, yet you
must communicate, funny things can happen.
At first, most just talk normally, hoping the message
somehow gets through with a hand gesture or two. If that
doesn’t work, some people start…talking...really…slowly,
so the other person understands. And if all else fails, how
about saying it REALLY LOUDLY, and emphatically, to
finally get our point across.
That’s where the Federal Reserve is today. In its own
collective mind, it has a very important message to
convey: that monetary policy is going to be as
expansionary as necessary to get this economic recovery
off the ground.
And yet the economy just doesn’t seem to understand.
Real GDP grew 2.4% in 2010, 2% in 2011, and then
slowed further, to 1.75% in 2012, using the Fed’s
estimates. In other words, despite the massive expansion
of the Fed’s balance sheet in the past four years, the
economy doesn’t understand it is supposed to accelerate.
So what’s the Fed to do? Last week the Fed invented
another quantitative easing program out of whole cloth.
We guess it figures that printing even more money
(talking even louder and more emphatically) would help.
The Fed has already taken its balance sheet from $900
billion to $2.8 trillion with little impact, so why would a
bigger, $4 trillion, balance sheet make the difference?
The problem is that QE has not worked. Banks have
responded by increasing their excess reserves – holding
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assets as deposits at the Fed rather than lending them and
allowing the money multiplier to work its magic. In fact,
excluding excess reserves, the Fed’s balance sheet is
smaller than it was in late 2008, in the immediate
aftermath of the collapse of Lehman Brothers.
Price-to-earnings ratios are lower today than they
were in 2007. So, please don’t buy the argument that QE
has lifted the stock market. Profits have driven stock
prices higher, not QE.
The reason QE hasn’t worked is not that the Fed
hasn’t been clear enough about its intentions, but because
tight money is not the reason for tepid economic growth.
There is no lack of liquidity in the US economy. It is the
huge expansion in government and the failure to address
long-term entitlement issues that are the problem.
Spending robs the economy of its potential, while the
threat of higher future tax rates undermines value.
The one good thing about last week’s announcement
is that at least the Fed has told us when it will quit. When
the unemployment rate gets down to 6.5%, it anticipates
starting to raise rates. We forecast this happening around
mid-2014, not mid-2015 like the Fed now projects.
Maybe then the Fed will stop yelling and pointing and
trying to force something to happen that it can’t possibly
be responsible for. It’s the over-spending and overregulation that’s keeping the recovery so slow, not the
amount of money the Fed is creating out of thin air.
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